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Abstract—IoT architectures play critical roles in guiding IoT
system construction and enhancing IoT integration. However,
there is still no standardized IoT architecture that meets the
varying requirements of different IoT deployments. Although
this has been a focus within the research community, no specific
attention has been paid to optimizing an IoT architecture toward
seamless IoT integration in educational environments. Moreover,
different advanced system aspects have not been considered for
designing an optimized IoT architecture. These include the need
for complete security and privacy support, a highly responsive
system, dynamic interactivity, and wide-range IoT connectivity.
Such considerations are important considering the complexity
and multidimensionality of integrating IoT in educational
environments. In this paper, we introduced a novel IoT
architecture with the main objective of facilitating the effective
integration of IoT into university systems. It also aims at
optimizing the IoT-integrated system with advanced aspects to
enhance system security, responsiveness, and IoT connectivity.
The proposed architecture provides a modular and scalable
design of six architectural layers in addition to a vertical layer
that provides security support across the architecture. Only the
most relevant and critical layers are added to the architecture to
maintain a practical trade-off between effective modularity and
less complexity. Compared with other IoT architectures, the
proposed one ensures high reliability, data management, full
security support, responsiveness, and wide coverage while
maintaining acceptable complexity.
Keywords—Internet of things; architecture; smart campus;
education

I.

INTRODUCTION

Advancements in Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) have recently enabled the effective
transformation of conventional educational systems to a more
efficient and sustainable level. The high dependency on
technology and digital services allows substantial investment
of recent technologies in enhancing traditional educational
methods. The ICT revolution leads traditional learning to be
moved to new paradigms such as e-learning and distance
learning. This creates opportunities for further improvements
regarding the educational activities and processes. Such
technological advancements in the education domain can be
even more optimized with the best leverage of recent
technologies. One of these is the Internet of Things (IoT)
technology which is projected to change several facets of the
educational environment [1].
IoT provides a technological revolution that enables
effective interaction between people, processes, data, and

things. It facilitates the effective provisioning of smart services
in different domains including healthcare [2], industry [3], and
agriculture [4]. In addition, learning is one of the most
perceptible human actions affected by IoT, turning the
educational process into a revolutionary system in the near
future. IoT enables educational environments to be
significantly extended by combining physical and digital
objects. IoT finds its way into education to provide advanced
support in enhancing many aspects. These include streamlining
educational processes, making the most use of data, and
improving sustainability. IoT can serve as a catalyst for
improving the current knowledge-transfer model to be more
interactive and collaborative. The teaching-learning process
would be actively engaging with the efficient use of IoT in
education systems [5].
However, integrating IoT in educational environments is
still a challenging process. Careful consideration of the
complexity and multidimensionality of such environments is
important before going any further through this process. At the
fundamental level, architectural planning is the key to
optimizing IoT integration in educational environments. The
importance of developing IoT architecture lies in its critical
role in guiding system construction and facilitating IoT
integration. Such a challenging IoT integration can be
fundamentally simplified by developing an efficient IoT
architecture. Despite the wide adoption of IoT technology in
different domains, there is still no standardized IoT architecture
that meets the varying requirements of different IoT
deployments [6]. Several design approaches have been
introduced for the development of an effective IoT
architecture. They vary in granularity and the number of
architectural layers in addition to considering different system
aspects.
However, fundamentally addressing the efficiency and
complexity of integrating IoT into the specific environments of
educational institutions has not been considered yet. The focus
has been only on addressing the main IoT system aspects,
particularly data collection, transmission, processing, and
application. No particular attention has been devoted to the
specific characteristics of educational environments when
integrated with IoT. These include the need for complete
security and privacy support, highly responsive system,
dynamic
interactivity,
and
wide-range
IoT-specific
connectivity. Still there is a compelling need for effective
design of an IoT architecture to facilitate IoT integration and
accelerate IoT adoption in these dynamic environments. This
paper aims at addressing such a need by establishing an IoT
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architecture while taking into account advanced technological
considerations. These include edge computing, IoT
accessibility, cloud computing, and full security integration.
The following section, Section II, of this paper presents the
related work. In Section III, an overview of the integration of
IoT in education environments is provided. Section IV
introduces the proposed IoT architecture. Then, a simple use
case demonstrating the implementation of the proposed
architecture is presented in Section V. A broad discussion is
then provided in Section VI. Section VII concludes this
research paper and presents the plan for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
There has been a lack of consensus concerning IoT
architectural design. Several IoT architectures have been
proposed in the literature with different characteristics and
properties. A well-known architecture that serves as a reference
IoT architectural model is the three-layer architecture [7-9]. It
provides a basic architectural design of the IoT functionality
with three logical layers, namely the perception, network, and
processing layers. A further improvement was made to this
basic design to include the application layer at the top level
[10-11]. This enables managing IoT services and applications
in a more effective way for the end-users.
With the rapid development of IoT, such basic architectures
become insufficient to realize the full functionality of IoT
systems in an effective manner. They would not be able to
efficiently fulfill the different requirements of emerging IoT
applications. They can only be feasible at the initial stage of
IoT system development. Therefore, other architectures were
proposed with additional layers. One is the five-layers
architecture which was introduced in [9] to not only realize the
structure of loT from a technical point of view but also a
business and operational perspective. It incorporates a business
layer at the top of the architecture to effectively enable the
management of IoT applications based on certain business
models and strategies. The other one is the six-layer
architecture proposed in [12]. It includes additional layers
between the perception and network layers for IoT data
monitoring, preparation, storage, and security.
In addition, there have been different proposals focusing on
the establishment of specific IoT architectures considering
certain common aspects. These include SDN-based
implementation [13] security-specific design [14], QoS
provisioning [15], and service-oriented perspective [16].
Others focused on certain IoT communication technology such
as the architectures proposed in [17] for provisioning 5Genabled IoT systems. Customized architectures considering
specific IoT applications have also been proposed in the
literature. These include smart agriculture control [18], tourism
management [19], smart metering [20], e-health [21], building
automation [22], and water resource management [23].
However, no particular attention has been yet paid to
addressing the effective development of an optimized IoT
architecture for educational environments.
It can also be seen that these design approaches provide no
adequate support for different important aspects. These include
the need for security across the different levels of the IoT

systems. It is insufficient to address security at a specific layer
of the architecture. Security support is critical at the different
levels of data acquisition, access, communication, processing,
and management. Another important consideration is the
incorporation of advanced technologies that would make the
deployed IoT system more sustainable. One of these
technologies is edge computing which allows the system to be
more responsive with very low latency. This is important
considering that educational environments are more dynamic
and interactive. Another dimension in this context is the need
for an effective way to incorporate IoT-based connectivity into
these environments. Remote educational areas can be provided
with IoT-customized networking support to implement the
different IoT applications and services. Therefore, IoT-based
network access control is a critical consideration for the
effective design of the IoT architecture.
III. IOT INTEGRATION IN UNIVERSITY SYSTEMS
For understanding the challenges of integrating IoT into
educational environments, we focus in this research work on
the specific and demanding case of a university system. It is
critical to look into such a complex process at the fundamental
level and begin with investigating IoT integration at the
infrastructural scale. This would be the initial stage toward the
full realization of IoT-based university educational systems.
This section presents and discusses the impact of introducing
IoT into conventional university systems.
Fig. 1 shows an overview of a typical global university
system that incorporates a complex setup of different
networking segments, topological entities, interconnections,
and computing resources. It has a core infrastructure that
interconnects multiple LANs using wired and wireless
connectivity. It also has a separate setup for supporting VPN
communication with the core system. Internet access is also
maintained using a private ISP link. The system also includes a
data center having a farm of IT servers for managing different
services. These include private servers for web, database, mail,
file, and proxy management. Moreover, a set of network
entities is used to interconnect the different parts of the system.
Different types of switches and routers are deployed in a
hierarchical structure. These are core and distributed switches
in addition to Internet and local routers implemented at the
different levels of the system.

Fig. 1. A Schematic Overview of a Typical Conventional University
System.
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When the system is integrated with IoT, several IoTenabling entities need to be introduced to the system. These
entities are required to implement the new IoT-related
functionalities of the integrated system. For example, IoT
sensors and objects are required for enabling IoT data
collection and acquisition. Another important functionality is
connectivity management and network access control of the
IoT devices. This requires special multi-function devices such
as IoT gateways with multiple networking capabilities.
Furthermore, IoT data in IoT-integrated systems is huge in
volume and diversity thus high storage capacities and powerful
processing capabilities are highly required. Expanding the
current data center with additional IoT servers becomes
mandatory. Otherwise, the system needs to be expanded with
advanced intelligent computing technologies for effective data
management.
It is clear that addressing seamless IoT integration in such
systems incurs different challenges. These include the
management of heterogeneous IoT devices deployed over vast
and maybe remote areas. There is also a need for robust IoT
access control considering a variety of IoT communication
technologies of distinct properties. Moreover, IoT data
management is critical at the different levels of the system. A
considerable challenge in this context is addressing big data
processing and analytics with a scalable, cost-effective, and
flexible solution. Approaching such a challenge using
advanced technologies such as cloud computing is the key to
efficient and robust IoT data computation and management.
Complementing this with the initial processing of the IoT data
at the access level would improve resource utilization and
performance. However, a trade-off should be maintained
between this strategy and the limited capabilities of typical IoT
devices at this level of the system. On top of all that, security
support is another critical challenging aspect that needs to be
fully addressed. Basic security support is insufficient as IoT
data need to be secured throughout the different levels of the
IoT-integrated system.
IV. PROPOSED IOT ARCHITECTURE
The current IoT architectures provide no support for critical
advanced aspects as explained in Section II. The importance of
these aspects can be seen when considering the complexity and
dynamics of the education environments as discussed in the
previous section. Taking into account these considerations, a
novel IoT architecture is proposed in this section. The
following subsections introduce the proposed architecture,
present its main components, and discuss potential smart
applications.
A. Architecture
The proposed IoT architecture is designed as a multi-layer
architecture with the main objective of facilitating the seamless
integration of IoT into educational environments. It also aims
at optimizing the integrated IoT system with advanced aspects
such as complete security support, responsive edge processing,
and customized IoT connectivity. The proposed architecture
provides a modular, scalable, and simple design that can
effectively meet the high volume of IoT data and application
demands in the targeted environments.

The proposed IoT architecture consists of six hierarchical
layers and one vertical layer. A bidirectional connection flow is
established between adjacent hierarchical layers. These are the
IoT-object, access, edge-computing, infrastructure, cloud, and
application layers that will be discussed in the following subsection. The focus here is on bridging the gap between IoT and
legacy systems in educational environments. It encompasses
most of the functionality that is implemented in the legacy
systems into the infrastructure layer whereas the other layers
facilitate the integration of the distinctive IoT functionalities.
The architecture also has a vertical layer for providing
complete security support across the different hierarchical
layers of the architecture. This layer has a horizontal
connection to each other layer to allow securing the system in a
comprehensive manner. Fig. 2 shows an architectural
representation of the proposed IoT architecture.

Fig. 2. Architectural Representation of the Proposed IoT Architecture.

The number of layers is selected to ensure effective
granularity, modularity, and scalability. That is, each separate
and distinctive functionality of the integrated system is
embedded in a different layer. This would make IoT
integration more simplified and standardized while considering
all the essential components of the system. In addition, only the
most relevant and critical layers are added to the architecture to
maintain a practical trade-off between effective modularity and
less complexity. The following part of this subsection describes
and discusses each layer of the proposed IoT architecture.
1) IoT-object layer: The bottom layer of the architecture is
a physical layer that incorporates all the different IoT objects.
These include IoT sensors and actuators in addition to IoTenabled physical objects. This layer manages IoT data
collection and acquisition in addition to controlling requests
destined for IoT devices. Furthermore, different aspects
including deployment strategy, devices heterogeneity,
resource management, and device identification are
considered at this level.
2) Access layer: Management of the connectivity of IoT
devices with the system is addressed in the access layer. This
functionality can be realized using different IoT-based
wireless communication technologies. These would include
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), NB-IoT, 6LowPAN, ZigBee,
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LoRaWAN, and Sigfox technologies in addition to WiFi and
cellular connectivity. This layer controls network access of the
IoT devices through different entities such as gateways,
aggregators, and access points. It ensures that IoT data
collected at the bottom layer is received and delivered to the
upper layers for further handling and processing.
3) Edge-computing layer: Data transmitted from local IoT
subnets through the access layer all the way to further layers
can be pre-processed meanwhile. This would enable acting on
IoT data at early stages in almost a decentralized manner.
Such functionality is realized using the edge-computing layer
by initially processing data at different edge nodes such as
gateways and local servers. IoT data can be filtered,
aggregated, deformed, compressed, and validated for
optimized data provisioning and management. Early mining
and analysis of the IoT data can also be performed at this
layer.
4) Infrastructure layer: The core computing and
communication of the system is handled at the infrastructure
layer. It is the heart of the proposed architecture
interconnecting the different parts of the system. The design of
this layer enables encompassing and abstracting the core
functionality of the university legacy system. This is a key
design aspect for facilitating effective integration of the
different IoT functionalities into the system.
5) Cloud layer: Data management and analysis are
realized in this layer with full reliance on cloud technology.
IoT data storage and processing are offloaded from the
computing infrastructure to the cloud system. The main
functionality performed at this layer is effectively managing
storage capacities and processing capabilities for IoT data.
This requires proper access control to cloud servers and
resources. Another consideration in this layer is enabling
intelligent IoT data analytics to provide added-value IoT
services.
6) Application layer: the application layer defines many
application-related aspects such as how to utilize the
processed data, manage user access to the system, and request
IoT services from the underlying layer. Processed IoT data is
used at the application layer to produce application-specific
services. These can be implemented for different IoT
educational applications such as the smart classroom and
smart library applications. It is the top layer of the proposed
architecture facilitating direct interaction with IoT application
users. Therefore, it is responsible for controlling user access to
IoT applications and enhancing user experience.
7) Security layer: Security management is realized by a
vertical layer that is logically interfaced with each level of the
architecture. The design of this layer allows incorporating the
different security mechanisms into the hierarchy of IoTintegrated systems. These mechanisms include data
encryption, user authentication, access authorization, threats
isolation, attack detection, and trust control.

B. Main Components
To realize the proposed architecture, a set of new IoT
elements need to be effectively incorporated into the integrated
IoT system. This is presented in Fig. 3 which demonstrates
how the legacy university system shown in Fig. 2 can be
integrated with IoT. The incorporation of these elements is
important to efficiently build up the backbone of the IoTenhanced university system. Every new element is added to
support the functionality of a specific layer. The main elements
are presented and discussed in this subsection as follows.
1) IoT devices: IoT objects are physical entities embedded
with sensors, firmware, processing units, and electronics to
enable sensing, sending, and receiving data. IoT devices
constitute the main source of data in IoT systems. The most
common IoT devices are sensors, actuators, microcontrollers,
smart wearables, and wireless cameras. These can be easily
provisioned by the proposed architecture at a different scale.
The management of these devices is realized at the IoT-object
layer to facilitate software/firmware updates, device capability
provisioning, and remote diagnostics.
2) IoT connectivity: IoT connectivity can be realized using
a number of different IoT-oriented connectivity options with
distinctive features. They vary in coverage range and power
consumption while sharing some properties such as low data
transmission rate. These can be classified into short and longrange communication protocols. For example, ZigBee and
Bluetooth have short communication ranges whereas
LoRaWAN and NB-IoT provide support for long-range
communications. The proposed architecture is flexible enough
to incorporate different communication protocols and support
any potential connectivity requirements. It also supports
different communication models such as the point-to-point
and point-to-multipoint models. This would enable machineto-machine communications which allow devices to establish
connections among themselves without human intervention.

Fig. 3. A Schematic Overview of an IoT-Integrated University System.
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3) IoT gateway: Gateways in IoT systems are essential
devices to perform different functions. These include IoT data
forwarding, protocol conversion, IoT node management, and
security support. Gateways are typically deployed at the edge
of the IoT network interconnecting IoT nodes to the
infrastructure. The network stack of most of the typical IoT
devices has no support for IP-based Internet connectivity
which can be provided using a gateway. Gateways also
provide an additional abstraction to address the heterogeneity
and interoperability of IoT devices. In addition, new
generation IoT gateways can also provide local caching and
pre-processing of IoT data. In the proposed architecture,
gateways are essential elements that operate at the access layer
to provide all the aforementioned functions. Computing
resources of the gateway devices can also be utilized for edge
processing at the edge-computing layer of the architecture.
4) IoT edge servers: Edge computing can be realized in
IoT systems by deploying edge servers in close proximity to
the IoT end nodes. These servers then provide the required
computing and storage resources to pre-process IoT data
before being transmitted to the cloud. This would help in
improving system reliability and availability. Edge servers
operate at the edge-computing layer of the proposed
architecture with the ability to support a distributed computing
model. That is, edge servers deployed across the system can
collaborate to provide real-time IoT data pre-processing in a
scalable and distributed manner. This is important to improve
system responsiveness as the speed and the volume of IoT
data is increasing. However, edge servers are usually of
limited computing and storage capabilities, unlike the
largescale and powerful cloud servers. Therefore, it is critical
to have a data management and processing framework to
offload computation-intensive data processing to cloud
servers.
5) IoT cloud: Cloud computing provides computing
resources such as processors, storage, software, and networks
as a service. It enables cost-effective data management, ondemand self-service, powerful data computing, and scalability.
The proposed architecture enables the development of a cloudbased IoT system to enhance system flexibility and reliability.
Relying on the cloud would make IoT integration easier and
more effective. It enables unlimited, cost-effective, and ondemand data storage management without any infrastructure
limitations and network restrictions. Given that IoT data is
typically large and unpredictable, offloading IoT data
processing and analytics to the cloud is a feasible strategy to
alleviate considerable burdens on the infrastructure.
6) IoT data: IoT data is collected and acquired in different
forms and from different IoT objects. These can be status,
actionable, location, and automation data in structured and
unstructured formats. IoT data is characterized by having a
high volume, large-scale streaming, diversity, high dimension,
time and space coloration, and high-noise environments. In the
proposed architecture, IoT data is handled throughout the
different levels of the system. It is collected at the IoT-object

layer and then get forwarded at the access layer to the core
infrastructure of the system. During that, the data is preprocessed for initial filtration, aggregation, deformation,
compression, and validation. Full management and processing
of the IoT data are performed at the cloud layer which
produces processed application-specific data. Mechanisms and
algorithms for data format converting, machine learning, data
mining, and reasoning can be performed on IoT data. The
basic support that needs to be provisioned for IoT data is
storage capacity and processing capabilities.
7) IoT services and interfaces: Once having the IoTintegrated system is established, different IoT services can be
provided considering different applications. These services
can be developed for different smart activities such as
environment monitoring, surveillance, control and automation,
face recognition, and productivity support. In addition, IoT
users are provided with the required services and interfaces to
interact effectively with the system in the context of different
IoT applications. All these functionalities are managed at the
application layer of the proposed architecture.
C. Potential Smart Applications in Educational Environments
The proposed IoT architecture enables meeting the
requirements of different potential smart applications in
educational environments. These can include the smart
classroom, smart lab, smart library, and smart parking
applications. This would facilitate the development of an
effective IoT ecosystem that can enhance the teaching-learning
process, enrich the educational experience, and improve
administrative activities to further limits. This subsection
discusses the aforementioned smart applications which can be
easily and effectively deployed using the proposed architecture.
All these smart applications require extending the current
infrastructure of the university system with additional IoT
entities. The proposed architecture supports the effective
management of all these entities at the different layers of the
architecture. In the smart classroom and lab setups, entities
such as environmental and activity sensors, control actuators,
and IoT-enabled objects are incorporated. The smart library
application would mainly rely on RFIDs technology to tag and
manage library resources. For the smart parking application,
Infrared and Ultrasonic sensors are used to monitor parking
lots. Smart cameras can also be deployed in these applications
for smart recognition and AI-based services. For all the
different applications, IoT device management is realized at the
IoT-object layer.
These IoT devices are mostly main-powered, particularly in
the cases of indoor smart applications. Therefore, the
connectivity of such devices can be simply maintained using
Ethernet and WiFi connections. This would ensure a high data
rate and more reliable connections without adhering much to
any IoT-oriented concerns regarding energy efficiency. It also
makes network access control easier as no additional gateways
are required. The proposed architecture also enables
implementing IoT devices with other indoor connectivity
options such as ZigBee and 6LowPAN if needed. These would
be implemented in remote areas where poor or no WiFi
coverage exists. In this case, appropriate gateways need to be
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installed for interconnectivity management with the IP
infrastructure. In the case of outdoor smart parking, it is
challenging to have accessible Ethernet and WiFi connectivity.
Therefore, long-range wireless communication protocols such
as LoRaWAN and NB-IoT would be of significant use in these
cases. The deployment of a smart parking setup using these
protocols requires the provisioning of smart gateways that
provides IP interconnectivity. The proposed architecture
supports interoperability among all these different
communication standards at the access layer.
Massive IoT data streams would be continuously generated
in such interactive and dynamic applications. For large-scale
deployments in educational environments, the demanding
applications of smart classroom and lab would incur a high
volume of IoT data. Accordingly, it can highly benefit from
edge processing to provide real-time services. Multiple local
edge servers can be installed at local LANs to pre-process IoT
data streams. Distributed edge processing can also be realized
by managing the operations of the widely deployed edge
servers using a virtual controller. Such functionality can be
practically implemented at the edge-computing layer of the
proposed architecture. In the case of the smart parking
application, LoRaWAN gateways enabled with the edge
computing capability are a feasible solution. It would provide
sufficient IoT data handling given the average flow of data in
such a predictive application. It is important to note that the
proposed architecture supports having both local edge servers
and edge-enabled gateways to improve edge computing in the
system.

enabled sensors and gateways are deployed as needed to have
full coverage. On the other hand, smart gateways can be used
to provide sufficient resources for pre-processing IoT data
traffic streams. That is, streamed data in this case is typically
received at average volume from the smart parking sensors.
Only very basic sensor data indicating basic information such
as the occupancy state of a parking lot is streamed in a textual
format. Data can be filtered and aggregated while being
timestamped at the edge-computing layer before being
forwarded further to the cloud. However, car plate recognition
can also be implemented to receive images from smart cameras
at the entrance of a parking zone. For such a demanding AIbased service, intensive processing is performed at the cloud
servers. At the top layer, smart parking services are provided
using interactive user interfaces which are connected to backend cloud servers.
Cross-layer implementation of full security support is
achieved using different security mechanisms. These include
but are not limited to authentication, authorization, encryption,
and trust management. However, the system is scalable enough
to implement additional security solutions at the different
levels of the architecture. It is evident that the proposed
architecture succeeds in guiding system construction and
enhancing the adoption of the smart parking application.
Seamless and flexible integration of the introduced IoT
resources and functionality was achieved effectively in a plugand-play fashion.

For all the different applications, integrating the IoT
ecosystem requires no considerable modifications and updates
to the core infrastructure of the legacy university system. The
smart classroom application, for example, may only require
additional wireless access points to be installed and connected
to a local LAN network. Even in the smart parking situation,
any installed gateway is interfaced with the core infrastructure
through a LAN access router and managed at the access layer
of the architecture. In all the different cases, the core
infrastructure would only experience an increase in the data
rate and may require provisioning more bandwidth for QoS
assurance. It though needs no further resource provisioning for
data processing and management as the cloud layer is
responsible for such functionality.
V. USE CASE
The example presented in Fig. 4 shows an overview of the
architectural structure and implementation components of a
smart packing application in an educational environment. It
demonstrates how the core computing infrastructure is
seamlessly integrated with the IoT resources and functionality.
The proposed architecture enables a seamless deployment
strategy. It starts by connecting the core domain to the access
and edge computing domains on one side while being
interfaced with the cloud domain on the other side.
Only gateways with average computing resources are
installed for each parking block to manage network access of
smart parking sensors. LoRaWAN is the feasible connectivity
option in this case considering that no easy access to local
LANs would be available in outdoor areas. LoRaWAN-

Fig. 4. Overview of a Simple use Case of a Typical Smart Parking
Deployment.
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In addition, the proposed architecture realizes the
importance of edge computing for optimizing the
responsiveness of the IoT-based system. By placing data preprocessing closer to the physical layer, it ensures that
unacceptable latency is considerably alleviated irrespective of
the expected high volume and dynamics of IoT data. Having
IoT data handled closer to IoT end devices in the system would
also improve data management and quality. Real-time
processing becomes easy to implement for providing a variety
of time-sensitive IoT services. Moreover, such a strategy helps
in realizing more advanced support regarding different
networking aspects such as user mobility and context-aware
smart services.
Another important feature of the proposed architecture is
encapsulating most of the functionality of the conventional
systems into the infrastructure layer. This also includes all the
networking entities and computing resources that constitute the
core of these systems. Such a design approach would abstract
the core functionality of the existing systems from the IoT
integration process and avoid getting into the system
complexity. This would be further enhanced with the reliance
on cloud computing to realize effective IoT data management
and processing. Accordingly, the proposed architecture
emphasizes the importance of incorporating the cloud layer to
achieve better reliability and less complexity. Furthermore,
having a security layer that is interconnected to the whole
system ensures the ability to provide complete security support.
This design principle of the proposed architecture enables
providing the different security services required at each layer.
Table I provides a comparison of the proposed IoT
architecture against a set of different architectures. The
inherent properties of the proposed architecture can meet
different requirements that are critical to university systems.
Compared with the other architectures, it provides a salable
and modular design that allows elastic expansion of resources
and entities to meet different IoT application requirements. It
can also grow hierarchically into a different model
incorporating other technologies. For example, the architecture
can be adapted to accommodate the Blockchain technology in
an additional sub-layer or instead of the cloud layer to realize a
more decentralized data storage and processing. Encapsulating
and abstracting the core computing and communication of the
IoT-transformed system into the infrastructure layer makes the
architecture more flexible for adaptation.

Complexity

Responsiveness

Security Support

Architecture

Wide IoT Coverage

IOT ARCHITECTURES COMPARISON

Scalability

TABLE I.

It can be seen that one of the distinctive properties of the
proposed architecture is the split of the networking
functionality into two different layers: the access and
infrastructure layers. Given the key role of networking support
in any IoT-based system, this strategy is important to simplify
the integration of IoT communications into the core
networking infrastructure of conventional systems. IoT comes
with different network access models that are managed at a
separate level of the system. Isolating access control would
enable effective connectivity among IoT devices and seamless
transmission of IoT data over to the core network system.
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Compared with other basic architectures, the complexity of
the proposed architecture is maintained at an acceptable level
given the provisioned set of functionalities. Every layer of the
architecture provides essential support to facilitate IoT
integration and enhance the IoT system. Having a vertical layer
for full security provision would add to its complexity but at
the benefit of providing significant support of security at each
level of the architecture.
VII. CONCLUSION
Seamless integration of IoT in legacy university systems is
still a considerable challenge. The proposed architecture in this
paper efficiently addresses such a challenge to facilitate IoT
integration and accelerate IoT adoption. It comes with a
modular and scalable design allowing the effective abstraction
of the legacy infrastructure of the university system. It is based
on a seven-layer model that incorporates advanced
technological considerations including combined edge-cloud
computing in addition to effective IoT accessibility. In
addition, the architecture is optimized toward complete
security support using a vertical layer covering the whole
system. It also provides responsive edge processing to support
real-time communication with low system latency. The
architecture also supports customized IoT connectivity and
simplifies the deployment of heterogeneous IoT
communication technologies. In comparison with other IoT
architectures, the proposed one ensures high reliability, data
management, security support, responsiveness, and wide
coverage while maintaining acceptable complexity. The focus
of the future work will be on studying how the proposed
architecture can be extended to other specific IoT use cases.
Another aspect that will be investigated is incorporating other
technological advances such as Blockchain technology.
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